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Empowering AI-driven healthcare



A network of clinicians determined to
accelerate the potential of AI in healthcare
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PERFORMANCE
Validate the results that

your AI solution delivers to
guarantee the highest

possible accuracy
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DEVELOPMENT
Your goal: develop an AI

model that will detect
abnormalities

ACQUIRE DATA
Get access to high-quality
and high volume medical

image data 

ANNOTATE
Train your deep learning
models on the enriched

medical image data

COMPLY
You are acting in a
strictly regulated

industry so compliance
is key to success

WE UNDERSTAND THE CHALLENGES
Complex playing field of healthcare, AI, data and compliance

You are not trying to detect
the obvious. True medical

expertise needed to
understand what to deliver
in a conservative industry

Medical data can be found
relatively easy. High-quality  

medical data with the
volume needed for AI

purposes is a different story 

Accurate clinical
annotations in this field

need to be done by
medical experts. 

Garbage in = garbage out

Medical expertise needed
to translate AI driven

results to practical
usability and integration

in existing processes

Upcoming EU AI Act,
traceability of data and
patient consent. To name

a few challenges in a
fast moving environment

Challenges



Together with you, we define your
upcoming annotation needs and with the
proper level of expert ise we provide you
with the best annotations .

Quantitas Solutions has partnerships with
private cl inics and commercial hospital
chains and del ivers your requested medical
data conform al l  regulations .

Our team has expert ise regarding e .g .  the
upcoming EU AI act ,  GDPR, AI
developments and medical expert ise from
all  subspecialt ies .
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Medical Annotations

European medical data

Consultation of AI development 

Services
Our Services
AI-driven healthcare



 

ABOUT US

Chief Medical Officer Business Development
Director

Chief Legal Officer Innovation Director Business Development
Manager (DACH)

Roderick Holewijn, MD, PhD Lucas Zielstra Wiebe Zwaan, LLM Arno Bisschop, MD, PhD, MSc Mariya Rubens, MD

Chief Technology Officer
Ralf de Haan, MSc

Strategic advisor
Erik Ranschaert, MD, PhD

Medical annotation experts
Our talented clinicians and medical students trained to perform top-notch annotations

Services Quantitas Solutions



Annotations
Fixed feedback

moments with clientFinish annotations

Fixed feedback
moments with

annotator

Evaluate annotation
project

Discussing further or
future assistance

Review deep learning
performance

Pilot start

Annotation project overview

Kick-Off
 

Project end-goals
Stakeholders

Timelines
Data

Annotations
Level of expertise annotators

"Rules of engagement"

Annotation
process

 
Annotation protocol

Annotation teaching file
Annotation platform

 

Feedback and refinement

Feedback and refinement

Assigning and training annotators
-

Project specific expertise



Continuous
improvement

and
feedback

loops

How we ensure 
 High Quality

The best
Western

European-
based

clinicians

Centre of
excellence 

 in
healthcare,

AI and
innovation

Quality is  in our DNA

Clear
processes,
communi-
cation and
deliverables
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